Infor iPaaS

Deliver immediate business
value using the cloud.
The emergence of cloud technology creates a unique
business challenge: How do you leverage the benefits
of cloud technology, while retaining the value of your
investment in on-premises software? Infor™ iPaaS
(Integrated Platform as a Service) lets you have the best
of both worlds through common sense benefits that
matter to developers and business technologists
everywhere. With Infor iPaaS, you’ll have:
• Flexibility. On-premises or cloud? Rich client or
native web UI? Most companies have mixed
environments. Infor iPaaS allows for a variety of
deployment options all from the same
development environment.
• Familiar Windows™ based technology. You won’t
need to retrain your developers in new tools and
languages—Infor iPaaS is built on technologies that
most developers know and use every day.
• Enterprise-grade. Proven in hundreds of large-scale
implementations in the world’s largest corporations,
Infor iPaaS technology can scale up to meet your
most ambitious demands.
In one comprehensive, streamlined package, you get
everything you need to develop, extend, and integrate
your business solutions to meet changing needs.

Innovation from a
trusted source.
Cutting edge technology from Infor draws on years of
experience delivering business-specific solutions to
companies in a wide range of industries. Infor iPaaS
delivers powerful capabilities that are proven in daily
use at thousands of leading companies in hundreds of
countries around the world. Our innovative
development platform is the preferred solution for
hundreds of developers and ISVs who have used it to
build scores of solutions that their customers trust
every day.

Infor iPaaS gives you entirely new
ways to make the cloud work for you.

A powerful combination.
By combining a rich, cloud-based architecture with
advanced integration technology and proven
development tools, Infor iPaaS gives IT departments
and third-party developers the ability to create powerful
new solutions to address your most pressing
requirements. The main elements of Infor
iPaaS include:
• Infor ION. This groundbreaking integration
technology brings you unparalleled speed and
agility. You can rapidly combine Infor applications
with each other and with non-Infor applications to
streamline and improve your business. Infor ION
also includes powerful workflow and event
management capabilities that allow you to keep
tabs on the activities and transactions that drive
success. It also allows you to seamlessly extend
your applications to work as mobile solutions
without having to manage and provision an entirely
separate mobile infrastructure.
• Infor Mongoose. Based on familiar Microsoft
technology, Infor Mongoose allows you to rapidly
create feature-rich applications. In many cases, the
Mongoose framework enables users to extend and
adapt their applications with no coding or
programming. In addition, Mongoose allows you to
upgrade your development efforts seamlessly from
one version to the next.
• Infor SyteLine. With Infor iPaaS, you’ll also get
access to Infor SyteLine, the ERP solution trusted by
hundreds of companies around the world to
improve business and get great results.

• Application Accelerators. Infor iPaaS gives you a head
start for creating new applications. Building blocks of
common functionality are included as part of
the solution.
This innovative solution will change the way you think
about business software, and may give you entirely new
ideas about how you can make the cloud work for you.

Infor iPaaS delivers powerful capabilities
that are proven in daily use at thousands
of leading companies in hundreds of
countries around the world.

Special value.
We’re so confident that once you try Infor iPaaS you’ll
discover remarkable value, we’re offering a private beta
preview for select customers and partners with no
obligation. Talk to your Infor Account Executive to learn
how you can start creating solutions that make a
difference with Infor iPaaS.
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About Infor.
Infor is the world's third-largest supplier of enterprise applications and services, helping more than 70,000 large and
mid-size companies improve operations and drive growth across numerous industry sectors. To learn more about Infor,
please visit www.infor.com.
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